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Sample & Methodology 
A total of 1,340 teachers and school-based staff completed the June R3 surveys, including 946 
teachers and 394 school-based staff.  
 
Respondents had the option to identify their race/ethnicity and gender. 76.5% (1,025) of 
respondents identified their race/ethnicity and 76.3% (1,023) of respondents identified their 
gender. 
 
Respondents were able to select multiple races and ethnicities. Of those respondents that 
identified their race/ethnicity, the most common selections were: 
 

• African American (51.5%, 528 respondents) 

• White (32.1%, 329 respondents) 

• Asian (9.5%; 97 respondents) 

• Two or More (4.1%; 42 respondents) 

• Hispanic/Latinx (2.8%; 29 respondents) 
 

No other race/ethnicity option had greater than 10 responses (other options included African, 
American Indian, Middle Eastern, Pacific Islander, South East Asian, and Not Listed Here). 
 
Of those respondents that identified their gender, the most common selections were: 
 

• Female (77.0%, 787 respondents) 

• Male (22.2%, 227 respondents) 

• Non-Binary (0.9%, 9 respondents) 
 

Respondents were asked whether they agreed that presented strategies address recovery 
needs. They were also asked to choose the strategy within each category (Literacy & Math, 
Secondary Innovation, Virtual Learning, Wholeness, Staff Well-Being & Development, and 
Communications & Engagement) that they felt would have the greatest impact on recovery 
needs (see Appendix A for complete descriptions).  
 
This report highlights the responses for each strategy category and how results differed by title, 
grade band and demographic subgroup. Please note that due to rounding, reported figures for 
how many respondents selected two options in Likert questions (e.g., “Strongly Agree” and 
“Agree”) may not match raw calculations of numbers presented in charts and tables. 
 
Respondents also provided feedback on whether any strategies were missing from the survey. 
Themes from these questions are included in each strategy category section.  
 
Results should be interpreted with caution. For example, even though a strategy might have 
rarely been chosen as having the greatest impact, respondents may still value the strategy and 
think it should be implemented. The results from the 3R surveys do not reveal the inherent value 
of each strategy from respondents, they merely reveal the strategy they value the most when 
forced to choose one.  
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Overall 
When asked, “Do you agree that the combined set of 
strategies will address recovery needs?”, 62.7% of 
teachers and school-based staff selected either “Agree” or 
“Strongly agree”. Only 4.9% of respondents selected 
“Disagree” or “Strongly disagree”. 
 
When respondents were asked if their prior feedback was 
included in the current plans, 77.6% of respondents 
indicated that their prior feedback was included, while 
22.4% indicated that their prior feedback was not 
included. 
 
Across many strategy categories, Teachers & School-
Based staff wrote that they wanted more details about 
how strategy implementation would affect their daily work. 
This concern was most present in responses to the 
Secondary Innovation strategies (see page 18). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Strongly Agree 11.7% 10.3% 15.2% 13.1% 10.1% 9.7% 11.8% 

Agree 51.0% 50.8% 51.3% 49.4% 54.4% 55.4% 49.1% 

Neutral 32.4% 33.3% 30.2% 33.3% 29.5% 29.7% 33.9% 

Disagree 3.8% 4.4% 2.3% 3.5% 5.1% 2.6% 4.0% 

Strongly Disagree 1.1% 1.2% 1.0% 0.6% 0.9% 2.6% 1.1% 

 

Agree + Strongly Agree: 
62.7% 

Disagree + Strongly Disagree: 
4.9% 
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Overall (continued) 
 
The majority of all demographic subgroups selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” when asked, “Do you agree that the combined set of 
strategies will address recovery needs?” The only subgroups with more than 5% of respondents selecting either “Disagree” or 
“Strongly Disagree” were respondents who identified as Asian, and respondents who identified as belonging to Two or More Races. 
 
 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Strongly Agree 11.7% 14.4% 7.3% 23.7% 3.4% 16.7% 13.7% 11.9% 

Agree 51.0% 54.5% 49.5% 60.8% 65.5% 45.2% 53.4% 52.9% 

Neutral 32.4% 28.6% 38.9% 10.3% 31.0% 26.2% 29.5% 30.4% 

Disagree 3.8% 1.9% 4.3% 5.2% 0.0% 9.5% 3.0% 4.4% 

Strongly Disagree 1.1% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 0.4% 0.4% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. 
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Connectivity & Technology Support, 
Health & Safety and Facilities (CTSHSF) 
When asked, “Do you agree that the strategies presented 
address recovery needs?”, 66.4% of respondents selected 
either “Agree” or “Strongly agree”. Only 5.7% of 
respondents selected “Disagree” or “Strongly disagree”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Strongly Agree 14.6% 13.2% 17.8% 16.9% 11.1% 10.3% 15.6% 

Agree 51.9% 51.6% 52.5% 50.6% 54.4% 60.5% 48.2% 

Neutral 27.8% 28.8% 25.6% 26.2% 28.6% 22.6% 31.5% 

Disagree 5.1% 5.9% 3.3% 6.3% 6.0% 5.1% 3.6% 

Strongly Disagree 0.6% 0.5% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 1.5% 1.1% 

 
 

Agree + Strongly Agree: 
66.4% 

Disagree + Strongly Disagree: 
5.7% 
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Connectivity & Technology Support, Health & Safety and Facilities (CTSHSF; continued) 
 
The majority of all demographic subgroups selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” when asked, “Do you agree that the strategies 
presented address recovery needs?” The highest rates of disapproval came from respondents who identified as belonging to Two or 
More Races and respondents who identified as White.  
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Strongly Agree 14.6% 16.3% 11.2% 25.8% 17.2% 23.8% 16.5% 14.5% 

Agree 51.9% 55.7% 52.9% 54.6% 58.6% 42.9% 55.0% 53.3% 

Neutral 27.8% 24.6% 29.2% 16.5% 20.7% 26.2% 23.9% 28.6% 

Disagree 5.1% 3.2% 6.1% 3.1% 3.4% 7.1% 4.3% 3.1% 

Strongly Disagree 0.6% 0.2% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.4% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. 
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Missing Connectivity & Technology Support, Health & Safety and Facilities Strategies (CTSHSF; Qualitative 
Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing Connectivity & technology Support, Health & Safety and Facilities strategies.  
The following represents a summary of themes from teachers and school-based staff.  
 
Family Engagement 
Respondents wrote of the need to engage with families to support student success. 
 

“Giving parent's feedback on how to support their struggles student.” – School-Based Staff (High School) 
 
“Reaching out to students & parents directly & individually.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“We would benefit from some way to include consideration of siblings when a class is quarantined.  This year we quarantined classes when 
the pod had a positive result, but no address to those students who had siblings in other classes were made.  Those students continued to be 
in-person creating risks of further contamination.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“We have got to share the importance of Parent/family participation and support. Many of the students that showed less than satisfactory 
engagement during this school year did so because the adults in their lives may not have understood fully that school was fully in session.” – 
Teacher (Elementary) 
 

Support English Language Learners 
Some respondents want to ensure that English Language Learners in the district receive support in virtual and non-virtual settings. 
 

“Bilingual foundational skills (English and Spanish) considering the percentage of ELs who are Spanish-speaking.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“I'm interested in how ESL learners will be supported. Many of my ESL learners had a lot of difficulty with the virtual learning platform. There 
were not enough resources in place to help communicate effectively with families who did not speak English.” – Teacher (High School) 

 

Class Size/Social Distancing 
Several respondents mentioned the need to decrease class sizes, especially with social distancing guidelines.  
 

“I am concerned about maintaining 3 foot distance with our current enrollment. Our classes are ALL 30+, so maintaining distance with this 
number of students is mathematically impossible in the square footage of our spaces.” – School-Based Staff (K-8) 

 
“How do you plan on fitting 27-30 students in a classroom spaced 3ft apart?” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“What if there are more students in a classroom that a room can hold with 3 feet distance?” – Teacher (Elementary) 
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Literacy & Math 
When asked, “Do you agree that the strategies presented 
address recovery needs?”, 63.1% of respondents selected 
either “Agree” or “Strongly agree”. Only 5.8% of 
respondents selected “Disagree” or “Strongly disagree”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Strongly Agree 12.8% 11.4% 16.0% 14.6% 11.5% 12.8% 11.4% 

Agree 50.4% 50.4% 50.3% 49.8% 49.3% 54.9% 49.6% 

Neutral 31.0% 31.5% 29.9% 30.4% 32.3% 24.6% 33.9% 

Disagree 5.1% 5.9% 3.0% 5.0% 6.5% 5.1% 4.5% 

Strongly Disagree 0.7% 0.7% 0.8% 0.2% 0.5% 2.6% 0.7% 

 
 

Agree + Strongly Agree: 
63.1% 

Disagree + Strongly Disagree: 
5.8% 
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Literacy & Math (continued) 
 
The majority of all demographic subgroups selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” when asked, “Do you agree that the strategies 
presented address recovery needs?” Respondents who identified as White and respondents who identified as Male had the highest 
rates of “Disagree” and “Strongly Disagree” selections. 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Strongly Agree 12.8% 14.6% 11.9% 22.7% 13.8% 11.9% 14.9% 13.2% 

Agree 50.4% 54.9% 48.9% 58.8% 62.1% 57.1% 53.4% 52.4% 

Neutral 31.0% 27.3% 32.2% 15.5% 20.7% 26.2% 27.2% 28.6% 

Disagree 5.1% 2.7% 7.0% 3.1% 3.4% 4.8% 4.3% 5.7% 

Strongly Disagree 0.7% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. 
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Literacy & Math (continued) 
When asked, “Which of the strategies 
presented do you believe will have the 
greatest impact on recovery needs?”, a 
majority of respondents across all job 
positions and grade-bands selected the 
Personalize Learning strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Personalize Learning 61.7% 61.7% 61.7% 67.3% 63.6% 61.0% 55.1% 

Reimagine Student Schedules 14.2% 15.4% 11.2% 13.8% 12.9% 15.4% 14.7% 

Professional Learning 9.5% 7.9% 13.2% 9.4% 9.7% 9.7% 9.4% 

Assessments Inform Instruction 6.5% 6.1% 7.4% 5.4% 6.0% 5.1% 8.5% 

Accelerate Learning 5.3% 5.5% 4.8% 3.5% 3.7% 6.2% 7.6% 

Advanced Math 2.8% 3.3% 1.8% 0.6% 4.1% 2.6% 4.7% 

Note. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by respondents in each column.  
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Literacy & Math (continued) 
 
When asked, “Which of the strategies presented do you believe will have the greatest impact on recovery needs?”, all demographic 
subgroups with more than 10 respondents selected the Personalize Learning strategy more than any other strategy.  
 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 
Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Personalize Learning 61.7% 61.0% 68.1% 47.4% 58.6% 71.4% 63.5% 58.1% 

Reimagine Student Schedules 14.2% 14.2% 14.0% 13.4% 13.8% 4.8% 13.9% 11.9% 

Professional Learning 9.5% 11.4% 4.3% 16.5% 6.9% 11.9% 10.0% 7.9% 

Assessments Inform Instruction 6.5% 6.6% 4.3% 12.4% 0.0% 4.8% 6.4% 4.8% 

Accelerate Learning 5.3% 4.0% 7.3% 4.1% 17.2% 7.1% 4.1% 11.0% 

Advanced Math 2.8% 2.8% 2.1% 6.2% 3.4% 0.0% 2.2% 6.2% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by 
respondents in each column. 
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Missing Literacy & Math Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing Literacy & Math strategies.  The following represents a summary of themes from 
teachers and school-based staff. 
 
Small Class Sizes 
Respondents wrote of the need for smaller class sizes to support Literacy & Math strategies.  
 

“Smaller class sizes. This allows instructors to provide quality individualized instruction and feedback.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“Reducing class size is the best way to improve student performance.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“Smaller class sizes so that small groups are more effectives.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“Smaller class sizes to meet the needs of students and Personalized Learning.” – Teacher (Elementary) 

 
 
 
Fewer Assessments 
Many respondents suggested decreasing the number of time-consuming assessments.  
 

“Every single stakeholder group ranked assessments as their lowest priority. That needs to be taken seriously. We spend SO much time 
assessing (even just to implement the iReady assessment three times per year) that we waste vast amounts of valuable instructional time. 
Students who had barely attended school this year were still required to take these assessments - WHY? What gains did we possibly expect 
to see?” – Teacher (Middle) 
 
“Less testing also means we can also teach content and small groups more too. There are so many ways we get data on our kiddos and how 
they're accessing content. It doesn't have to be so formal so often. It prevents us from TEACHING.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“We cannot overwhelm teachers with added tasks.  Assessments (progress Monitoring) need to be altered to allow more testing time. Let 
teachers TEACH!” – School-Based Staff (Elementary) 
 
“I taught 56 first graders this year, most of them falling in "red" on Amplify. I had to test them all every 3 weeks. This used most of our small 
group time. I had very little time to actually teach them during small group because I was constantly testing them. Kids were exhausted from all 
the testing and showed limited growth since there was at best two weeks of instruction between testing sessions.” – Teacher (K-8) 
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Workload and Personalized Learning 
Teachers & School-Based Staff wrote of their concerns that the Personalized Learning strategy will lead to increased workload for 
already overburdened teachers.  
 

“I think these are great ideas, but I'm very concerned that this work of "personalized learning" will drop a significant amount of work on 
teachers' when they are already engaged in unpaid labor to complete current workloads.  Will staffing be provided to create and implement 
quality personalized learning programs for all students?  Will teacher workloads be shifted to give us time to engage in this work?” – Teacher 
(Elementary) 
 
“Having teachers spend hours creating personalized learning plans for each student will take away from teacher planning time and limit the 
amount of time spent creating engaging lessons.  This is extremely overwhelming for teachers who teach one subject and service 90-100 
students.  How can teachers maintain individual learning plans for that many students and still be able to successfully teach. As it already is, 
teachers have to take on too much paperwork with not enough time left to spend planning and delivering instruction.  Where is the data going 
to come from for these personalized plans as well?  Too much classroom time is already spent on testing.  We need more instruction time and 
support with testing or less testing.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“There needs to be help for instituting personalized learning.  You can’t keep expecting teachers to do more with less and less support.” – 
Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“Please just bear in mind that if you add large new assessment expectations tailored to each student, then either support staff should do the 
brunt of that work, teachers should be given dedicated time (by which I do not mean club time or imaginary pre-dawn work time) to do it, or 
other assessment measures should be relaxed or removed. It's extremely easy for administrators to come up with solutions that basically boil 
down to "give extra tests, take extra time to analyze those results, then modify instruction accordingly" without considering that most teachers' 
workloads already spill far outside of their scheduled work hours.” – Teacher (Middle) 
 
“What will be taken off the plates of staff members in order to make time for these additional initiatives?” – School-Based Staff (K-8) 
 
 
 

Family Engagement 
Some respondents wanted to see a strategy surrounding family engagement and involvement.  
 

“Student and Parent engagement must be a higher priority for success.” – School-Based Staff (High School) 
 
“Missing parent involvement.” – Teacher (High School) 
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Secondary Innovation 
When asked, “Do you agree that the strategies presented 
address recovery needs?”, 60.0% of respondents selected 
either “Agree” or “Strongly agree”. Only 4.3% of respondents 
selected “Disagree” or “Strongly disagree”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Strongly Agree 11.6% 9.8% 15.7% 12.1% 12.0% 11.3% 10.9% 

Agree 48.4% 48.3% 48.7% 45.8% 47.5% 51.3% 50.4% 

Neutral 35.7% 36.8% 33.0% 38.1% 35.9% 33.3% 33.9% 

Disagree 3.5% 4.2% 1.8% 4.0% 3.7% 2.1% 3.6% 

Strongly Disagree 0.8% 0.8% 0.8% 0.0% 0.9% 2.1% 1.1% 

 
 

Agree + Strongly Agree: 
60.0% 

Disagree + Strongly Disagree: 
4.3% 
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Secondary Innovation (continued) 
 
The majority of all demographic subgroups selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” when asked, “Do you agree that the strategies 
presented address recovery needs?” The only subgroup with more than 5% of respondents selecting either “Disagree” or “Strongly 
Disagree” were respondents who identified as belonging to Two or More Races (7.1%). 
 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Strongly Agree 11.6% 13.6% 8.5% 21.6% 6.9% 11.9% 13.9% 10.1% 

Agree 48.4% 53.8% 47.4% 58.8% 62.1% 50.0% 52.9% 49.8% 

Neutral 35.7% 29.5% 40.1% 16.5% 31.0% 31.0% 29.6% 35.7% 

Disagree 3.5% 2.5% 3.3% 3.1% 0.0% 7.1% 3.2% 4.0% 

Strongly Disagree 0.8% 0.6% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.4% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. 
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Secondary Innovation (continued) 
When asked, “Which of the strategies 
presented do you believe will have the 
greatest impact on recovery needs?”, the 
Flexible Scheduling (42.7%) and Wellness 
Checks/Wraparound Supports (38.2%) 
strategies were chosen more often than 
the Secondary Pathways strategy (19.1%). 
 
All titles and grade-bands slightly preferred 
the Flexible Scheduling strategy, except for 
School-Based Staff who preferred the 
Wellness Checks/Wraparound Supports 
strategy and respondents in Elementary 
schools, who selected the top two 
strategies at the same rate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Flexible Scheduling 42.7% 44.9% 37.3% 42.5% 43.3% 42.6% 42.6% 

Wellness Checks/Wraparound Supports 38.2% 36.5% 42.4% 42.5% 35.9% 40.5% 33.7% 

Secondary Pathways 19.1% 18.6% 20.3% 15.0% 20.7% 16.9% 23.7% 
Note. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by respondents in each column. 
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Secondary Innovation (continued) 
 
When asked, “Which of the strategies presented do you believe will have the greatest impact on recovery needs?”, all demographic 
subgroups selected the Flexible Scheduling and Wellness Checks/Wraparound Supports strategies more often than the Secondary 
Pathways strategy. Only respondents who identified as White, and respondents who identified as belonging to Two or More Races 
were more likely to select the Wellness Checks/Wraparound Supports strategy above other strategies. 
 
 
 
 

  Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

 

All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic
/ Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Flexible Scheduling 42.7% 42.8% 39.8% 41.2% 44.8% 40.5% 42.7% 41.9% 

Wellness Checks/Wraparound Supports 38.2% 38.8% 40.4% 24.7% 34.5% 47.6% 38.0% 39.2% 

Secondary Pathways 19.1% 18.4% 19.8% 34.0% 20.7% 11.9% 19.3% 18.9% 

Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by participants. Only 
subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Secondary Innovation Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing Secondary Innovation strategies.  The following represents a summary of themes 
from teachers and school-based staff. 
 
More Detail and Elaboration on Strategy Implementation 
Teachers and School-Based Staff wondered how these strategies would affect their daily lives. 
 

“Again, I would just like to see more elaboration on how the district intends to implement these strategies.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“This presentation does not go into enough detail about what these things will look like in schools next year for me to really understand what 
this will look like in our school.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“I would need to know more about the Flexible Scheduling Models to endorse it - I love what I envision for flexible scheduling, but I do not 
know what models are being considered. Twice per year "post-secondary planning" seems frequent and can easily become a just "another 
thing" that takes away instructional time.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“What are those supports going to look like.  Will it be tangible for all families to receive?” – School-Based Staff (High School) 

 
Hire Additional Staff/Staff Capacity 
Respondents wrote of their concerns about additional responsibilities, and the need to increase staffing to support strategies.  
 

“I really agree with the need for wellness checks and wraparound supports for secondary education students, however, who will be providing 
these services?  Will it be for mental health professionals, like social workers and school psychologists?  Teachers?  Will additional staff or 
resources be required to make this happen effectively?” – School-Based Staff (Elementary) 
 
“Having every teacher with an Aide or Co-teacher in every class is the only way this could possibly work. How with the urgency of test and 
assessments are these supposed to work?” – School-Based Staff (K-8) 
 
“These three Secondary Innovation strategies are all centered around School Counselors, as these are all things the School Counselors are 
tasked with - my question is will all school have access to more qualified School Counselors?” – School-Based Staff (High School) 
 
“Will there be additional staff hired to support implementation of these plans?” – Teacher (Elementary) 

 

Parent Accountability 
Some respondents claimed that the district needed to “hold parents accountable” for their children’s education. 
 

“Yes, hold these parents and guardians accountable to help at home.” – School-Based Staff (High School) 
 

“Holding parents accountable and not blaming the teachers and the school.” – School-Based Staff (Elementary) 
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Virtual Learning 
When asked, “Do you agree that the strategies presented 
address recovery needs?”, 63.0% of respondents selected 
either “Agree” or “Strongly agree. Only 5.9% of 
respondents selected “Disagree” or “Strongly disagree”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Strongly Agree 12.5% 10.8% 16.5% 13.3% 12.4% 11.3% 12.1% 

Agree 50.5% 51.5% 48.2% 50.2% 50.7% 53.8% 49.3% 

Neutral 31.1% 31.0% 31.5% 30.2% 31.3% 28.2% 33.3% 

Disagree 4.3% 5.3% 1.8% 5.4% 4.1% 3.6% 3.3% 

Strongly Disagree 1.6% 1.5% 2.0% 0.8% 1.4% 3.1% 2.0% 

 
 

Agree + Strongly Agree: 
63.0% 

Disagree + Strongly Disagree: 
5.9% 
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Virtual Learning (continued) 
 
The majority of all demographic subgroups selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” when asked, “Do you agree that the strategies 
presented address recovery needs?”  
 
 
 

  Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

 

All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 
Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Strongly Agree 12.5% 13.6% 10.9% 19.6% 20.7% 14.3% 14.1% 13.7% 

Agree 50.5% 53.6% 48.6% 61.9% 44.8% 45.2% 54.6% 48.9% 

Neutral 31.1% 28.4% 34.3% 14.4% 34.5% 31.0% 26.9% 31.3% 

Disagree 4.3% 3.6% 4.3% 4.1% 0.0% 7.1% 3.6% 4.0% 

Strongly Disagree 1.6% 0.8% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 0.8% 2.2% 

Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. 
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Virtual Learning (continued) 
When asked, “Which of the strategies 
presented do you believe will have the 
greatest impact on recovery needs?”, the 
most commonly selected strategy across 
job positions and grade-bands was the 
Engaging/Flexible Opportunities strategy 
(44.0%). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Engaging/Flexible Opp. 44.0% 43.8% 44.4% 42.9% 41.5% 46.2% 45.3% 

Impactful Tech 23.8% 25.2% 20.6% 20.6% 29.0% 19.5% 26.6% 

Family Engagement 15.7% 16.0% 15.2% 16.7% 17.5% 14.9% 14.3% 

Community Support 11.0% 10.0% 13.5% 13.3% 9.2% 11.3% 9.4% 

Professional Learning 5.4% 5.1% 6.3% 6.5% 2.8% 8.2% 4.5% 
Note. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by respondents in each column. 
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Virtual Learning (continued) 
 
When asked, “Which of the strategies presented do you believe will have the greatest impact on recovery needs?”, all demographic 
subgroups most commonly selected the Engaging/Flexible Opportunities strategy.  
 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Engaging/Flexible Opp. 44.0% 42.4% 48.9% 37.1% 48.3% 47.6% 44.6% 41.9% 

Impactful Tech 23.8% 25.0% 21.3% 34.0% 17.2% 16.7% 22.5% 28.2% 

Family Engagement 15.7% 16.3% 12.8% 17.5% 3.4% 16.7% 15.4% 16.3% 

Community Support 11.0% 11.2% 11.9% 8.2% 24.1% 9.5% 11.6% 11.9% 

Professional Learning 5.4% 5.1% 5.2% 3.1% 6.9% 9.5% 6.0% 1.8% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy 
by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Virtual Learning Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing Virtual Learning strategies.  The following represents a summary of themes from 
teachers and school-based staff. 
 
No Hybrid Learning 
Several Teachers & School-Based Staff respondents stated that they did not support hybrid learning. 
 

“TEACHERS SHOULD NOT TEACH HYBRID. There need to be designated virtual teachers if that is a student option. It is too much and 
doing both online and in person should be considered two preps due to the workload!!!!! The hybrid model is less effective for both in person 
and virtual students. Teachers should only do one or the other, NOT BOTH.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“There needs to be a COMPLETELY SEPARATE virtual school for students who want to remain virtual. Schools cannot handle having some 
kids being in-person and some being at home. This is not realistic and will push educators away from the district. Every other district is having 
their own specific virtual school.” – School-Based Staff (High School) 
 
“Hybrid learning is not successful or do-able! This is important in terms of fixing this.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“There should be a separate teacher for virtual students and for student in the building.” – Teacher (Middle) 

 
 
 
Parent Support & Engagement 
Respondents want the district to provide parents and families with support and engagement on virtual learning. 
 

“There should be more intensive technical support that doesn't fall on the teacher.  Families need training to understand platforms, internet 
and computer basics, typing, etc.” – Teacher (Elementary) 

 
“Parent trainings on Infinite Campus, Google Classroom, and Zoom” – Teacher (High School) 

 
“For students and families who are young or have limited experience with computers and other devices, there should be some way for them to 
get hands on support learning how to use the technology provided to them.” – Teacher (Middle) 

 
“Workshops created just for parents.” – School-Based Staff (Elementary) 
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Wholeness 
When asked, “Do you agree that the strategies presented 
address recovery needs?”, 66.7% of respondents selected 
either “Agree” or “Strongly agree”. Only 3.7% of 
respondents selected “Disagree” or “Strongly disagree.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Strongly Agree 13.5% 12.2% 16.8% 15.6% 13.8% 11.3% 12.1% 

Agree 53.2% 54.1% 51.0% 54.4% 51.2% 56.4% 51.6% 

Neutral 29.6% 29.7% 29.4% 27.3% 30.9% 27.2% 32.6% 

Disagree 2.5% 2.9% 1.8% 2.5% 3.2% 2.1% 2.5% 

Strongly Disagree 1.1% 1.2% 1.0% 0.2% 0.9% 3.1% 1.3% 

 
 

Agree + Strongly Agree: 
66.7% 

Disagree + Strongly Disagree: 

3.7% 
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Wholeness (continued) 
 
The majority of all demographic subgroups selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” when asked, “Do you agree that the strategies 
presented address recovery needs?”  
 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Strongly Agree 13.5% 16.9% 9.7% 21.6% 13.8% 16.7% 15.6% 14.1% 

Agree 53.2% 55.5% 52.9% 67.0% 62.1% 57.1% 56.7% 52.0% 

Neutral 29.6% 25.6% 32.5% 8.2% 24.1% 23.8% 24.5% 30.8% 

Disagree 2.5% 1.1% 4.3% 3.1% 0.0% 2.4% 2.8% 2.2% 

Strongly Disagree 1.1% 0.9% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.9% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. 
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Wholeness (continued) 
When asked, “Which of the strategies 
presented do you believe will have the 
greatest impact on recovery needs?”,  
31.7% of respondents selected the SEL 
strategy and 31.0% selected the Culture & 
Climate strategy. 
 
Teachers slightly preferred the SEL 
strategy, while School-Based Staff slightly 
preferred the Culture & Climate strategy. 
Respondents from all grade-bands 
preferred the Culture & Climate strategy 
with the exception of respondents from 
High Schools, who preferred the SEL 
strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

SEL 31.7% 31.5% 32.2% 29.2% 29.0% 31.3% 35.9% 

Culture & Climate 31.0% 30.1% 33.0% 31.0% 32.7% 35.9% 27.9% 

Mental Health 23.0% 22.4% 24.4% 26.2% 21.2% 19.0% 22.1% 

Arts/Enrichment/Athletics 14.3% 16.0% 10.4% 13.5% 17.1% 13.8% 14.1% 
Note. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by respondents in each column. 
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Wholeness (continued) 
 
When asked, “Which of the strategies presented do you believe will have the greatest impact on recovery needs?”, respondents 
favored either the SEL strategy or the Culture & Climate strategy. 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

SEL 31.7% 35.2% 26.4% 38.1% 51.7% 23.8% 33.2% 30.0% 

Culture & Climate 31.0% 28.4% 35.3% 26.8% 27.6% 33.3% 30.6% 30.0% 

Mental Health 23.0% 20.1% 27.7% 18.6% 10.3% 31.0% 22.5% 21.1% 

Arts/Enrichment/Athletics 14.3% 16.3% 10.6% 16.5% 10.3% 11.9% 13.7% 18.9% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy 
by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Wholeness Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing Wholeness strategies.  The following represents a summary of themes from 
teachers and school-based staff. 
 
Family Engagement 
Respondents wrote of the need to engage with families and caregivers in order succeed with Wholeness strategies.  

 
“It is so important for schools to build that trusting relationship with the parents. The climate totally depends on the staff at each school.” – 
Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“Meeting with and providing families will ALL the services that they need for their children to be successful in the school.” – School-Based 
Staff (High School) 

 
“Ensuring the social well-being of the whole family.” – Teacher (High School) 

 
 
Support Historically Excluded Student Populations 
Multiple teachers and school-based staff members want supports and engagement events that specifically target historically 
excluded student populations, including by race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability status, homelessness status, language 
spoken at home, and gender. 
 

“Please consider using a company like Coolspeak to come to speak to students - with these large Zoom rooms we can get students to attend 
these workshops and guest speakers that they are interested in to motivate and support our students. Especially important would be: LGBTQ 
speakers, first generation college grads, African American, Hispanic, and female speakers (STEM for females).” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“More support for children with special needs to feel included.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“Expanding access specifically around language barriers.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“Homelessness really must be addressed.” – Teacher (Middle) 
 
“Special Olympics for students with disabilities.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
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Teacher and Staff Trust/Relationships with Principals and Administrators 
Teachers and Staff want school and district administrators to trust them and their expertise and treat them with respect. 

 
“Trust teachers! I am told how to do my job instead of using the multiple degrees I have. I know how to teach and what is best for my students. 
Hear my voice and let me do what I know my children need.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“Please, please, I am begging that you all check in on your principals that they truly understand and comprehend the SEL and the pathways to 
build a school community. At my school we are constantly under pressure to not ask questions of our principal, they are very hard to 
communicate with, and we do not feel motivated by them. Each year, it just becomes worse and worse. This last school year has caused 
many of us to lose faith that we can have a strong school community in a positive light and not one in a negative light.” – Teacher (K-8) 
 
“Admin needs to start trusting teachers more, esp. in regard to how we manage our classes and when we deviate from set curriculum.” – 
Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“If you want warm, safe and joyful learning environments, teachers need flexibility and infinitely less paperwork- as they are the bones and 
muscles of education. Our jobs are insanely stressful- partially because we work with limited materials and support generally (my first years 
teaching I spent at least 3K every year of my own money to supply what I needed to teach), partially because we work with students who's 
basic needs aren't generally met by the systems meant to support them, but MOSTLY because BCPSS has generally come punitively boot 
down through principals down to the classrooms, has an epic discouraging rigidity of structure, and stupid amounts of confusing pigeonholing 
paperwork that does nothing to help us support our students' learning and wellbeing. "If you don't feed the teachers, they will eat the students" 
– Teacher (K-8) 
 
 

Hire More Staff 
Many respondents want the district to hire more staff to support Wholeness efforts, including art/athletics instructors, mental health 
workers, counseling services, social workers, bilingual social workers, and wholeness specialists.  

 
“Again, how will BCPSS ensure that staff members are able to effectively role out these new initiatives while still keeping up with all the 
demands of the job? All of these strategies and initiatives sound phenomenal, and I am excited to see them enacted, but I am very concerned 
about staff capacity and the risk of burnout when teachers and school-based staff are already worn SO thin.” – School-Based Staff (K-8) 

 
“We need to have more than two people leading the Visual and Performing Arts department and more than one person leading P.E. Likewise, 
one of my schools has had to reduce two full-time positions (P.E. and Music) to part-time due to funding. How can there be a more equitable 
approach to arts, enrichment, and athletics when this is happening?” – Teacher (Elementary) 

 
“I am concerned that there won't be enough social workers available to hire to fill our needs. At our school, we had a bilingual Spanish 
speaking social worker 1 day a week this year. That was great and I am worried we will lose that. At schools with high levels of Spanish 
speaking students It is so important to have bilingual mental health therapists.” – School-Based Staff (K-8) 
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Staff Well-Being & 
Development 
When asked, “Do you agree that the 
strategies presented address 
recovery needs?”, 61.0% of 
respondents selected either “Agree” 
or “Strongly agree”. Only 5.9% of 
respondents selected “Disagree” or 
“Strongly disagree”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Strongly Agree 12.8% 10.9% 17.3% 15.2% 11.5% 9.2% 12.3% 

Agree 48.3% 48.7% 47.2% 47.9% 46.1% 54.4% 47.1% 

Neutral 33.1% 33.7% 31.5% 31.5% 35.0% 30.8% 34.8% 

Disagree 4.7% 5.4% 3.0% 5.2% 5.5% 3.1% 4.5% 

Strongly Disagree 1.2% 1.3% 1.0% 0.2% 1.8% 2.6% 1.3% 

 
 

Agree + Strongly Agree: 

61.0% 

Disagree + Strongly Disagree: 
5.9% 
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Staff Well-Being & Development (continued) 
 
The majority of all demographic subgroups selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” when asked, “Do you agree that the strategies 
presented address recovery needs?” Respondents who identified as belonging to Two or More Races were most likely to select 
“Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree” (11.9%). 
 
 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 

Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Strongly Agree 12.8% 16.1% 8.8% 25.8% 13.8% 16.7% 14.4% 16.3% 

Agree 48.3% 53.4% 45.3% 56.7% 51.7% 45.2% 53.4% 43.2% 

Neutral 33.1% 27.7% 39.5% 12.4% 31.0% 26.2% 28.5% 33.9% 

Disagree 4.7% 2.3% 5.8% 5.2% 3.4% 9.5% 3.4% 5.7% 

Strongly Disagree 1.2% 0.6% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 0.4% 0.9% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. 
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Staff Well-Being & Development 
(continued) 
When asked, “Which of the strategies 
presented do you believe will have the 
greatest impact on recovery needs?”, 
the most commonly selected strategy 
was the Expand Be Well strategy 
(39.4%). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Expand Be Well 39.4% 41.3% 34.8% 41.0% 41.0% 36.4% 38.2% 

Stabilize Staffing 22.5% 21.7% 24.4% 20.6% 19.8% 23.6% 25.2% 

Professional Learning 17.2% 17.9% 15.5% 16.0% 16.1% 17.9% 18.5% 

Paraeducator Workforce 14.7% 12.6% 19.8% 16.5% 16.6% 14.9% 11.8% 

Expand New Teacher Induction 6.3% 6.6% 5.6% 5.8% 6.5% 7.2% 6.3% 
Note. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by respondents in each column. 
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Staff Well-Being & Development (continued) 
 
When asked, “Which of the strategies presented do you believe will have the greatest impact on recovery needs?”, nearly all 
demographic subgroups preferred the Expand Be Well strategy. Respondents who identified as Hispanic/Latinx preferred the 
Paraeducator Workforce strategy.  
 
 
 

    Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

  All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 
Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Expand Be Well 39.4% 42.8% 32.2% 49.5% 27.6% 40.5% 42.2% 33.0% 

Stabilize Staffing 22.5% 19.3% 27.7% 13.4% 27.6% 19.0% 19.4% 24.7% 

Professional Learning 17.2% 15.5% 19.1% 22.7% 6.9% 16.7% 16.0% 18.9% 

Paraeducator Workforce 14.7% 16.9% 13.4% 9.3% 31.0% 19.0% 16.5% 14.5% 

Expand New Teacher Induction 6.3% 5.5% 7.6% 5.2% 6.9% 4.8% 5.8% 8.8% 
Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy 
by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Staff Well-Being & Development Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing Staff Well-Being & Development strategies. The following represents a summary 
of themes from teachers and school-based staff.  
 
Workload 
Many respondents spoke of the need to decrease teacher and staff workload. 
 

“Teaching looks very different than it did even 10 years ago. What is being asked of teachers is clearly being asked by people who have been 
out of the classroom for a while and can't put themselves in our shoes. We need to look at teacher workload and burnout. Imagine writing the 
script, memorizing the lines and creating the props for a 6 hour play every day. Not just 1 play, individualized plays. And you get 45 minutes a 
day to plan/prep/memorize. And while you are performing your play, call parents with your personal cellphone to see why their kid isn't in 
school. Just put yourselves in our shoes. We can only do so much without going somewhere else where we will be treated with respect.” – 
Teacher (K-8) 
 
“Staff will stay when there is a reasonable workload and when they are treated right. However, school staff should NOT be expected to do 
more than humanly possible. For example, those with caseloads should meet COMAR standards. There's no reason why a counselor should 
have 400+ students on their caseloads or a special educator should be expected to serve 50 students.” – School-Based Staff (High School) 
 
“Much of what results in our needing to hire 600 new teachers each year is the unnecessary workload on teachers. Streamlining what 
teachers are asked to do to make it manageable, something teachers can do WELL (not just accomplish) and focused on things that will best 
support kids would help to prevent the massive feelings of burnout that new and veteran teachers alike are experiencing.” – Teacher (High 
School) 
 
“Work life balance is nonexistent and leads to teacher burnout and it needs to be reevaluated.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“Staff will need a lot of support to prevent teacher burn-out and stress. Staff will need support with testing and supports with student behaviors.  
Staff don't even have opportunities to use the restrooms or take mental stress breaks throughout the day.  Having uninterrupted planning and 
lunch time daily is of high importance.  Teachers cannot be the only ones in the classroom providing supports to students! They will need help 
addressing the diverse needs of their students.” – School-Based Staff (K-8) 
 
“We can't keep adding to the teacher workload and expect better outcomes. We are human and only have so give so much. Teachers cannot 
give from an empty bucket. We need a better home/work balance.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
 
“There are too many extra plans, meetings deadlines that were put on teachers this year by people who did not teach and have never planned 
for and taught elementary students virtually.  The planning was intense for us and the extra work the constant unrealistic deadlines just made 
our job harder and more frustrating.” – Teacher (K-8) 
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Supports for New Teachers 
Respondents reported that supports for new teachers are inadequate.  
 

“I am ending this year as a second-year teacher. Honestly, I felt very alone and unsure of how to provide what was expected of me for the past 
two years. Even though my mentors were kind and caring, they were full time teachers too and had very very little time to meet with me to 
check on my progress, direct/provide me to/with resources, or point me in the direction to those who had the resources. To rectify this, I 
believe new teachers should be given mentors who are FT mentors (maybe teachers who have retired that have the time, patience, and 
resources to share). IN ADDITION: I also believe NTSI was a very good experience in terms of support and care, but NTSI provided very little 
knowledge in what I would actually need (SLOs, IDP, IPC, Infinite Campus, Smart Goals, reviewing the Instructional Framework, curriculum 
implementation, etc.). To rectify this, I believe training around SLOs, IDPs, IPCs, Infinite Campus, Instructional Framework Observation 
training (helping us really understand how we can become effective and highly effective teachers, how we can meet our SLO targets). I 
believe retired teachers would be an extremely valuable resource as school year mentors and NTSI teachers. They have the time and the 
patience and can help new teachers strengthen their teacher strategies.  This is just my perspective. I am continuing on with City Schools and 
hope these changes will be put in place on the future. Thanks so much for your time and consideration!” – Teacher (K-8) 
 
“Provide first year teachers with professional development without any threats of retaliation or reprisal when they express an opinion that is not 
palatable or agreed with by the support program.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“There was no support for me this year as a first year teach in the district. I struggled. It sucked and if it weren't for the fact that you helped pay 
for tuition I would have been out of here. The support was deplorable and needs serious work. I don't even have an ID. Nothing. It is 
ridiculous. I should have been given a welcome bag with my ID and maybe a district T-shirt. But no nothing. Kansas City has it going on 
compared to here.” – Teacher (K-8) 

 
Respect and Value Teachers & Staff  
Many respondents want district and school officials to trust, respect, and value teachers and staff more and consider teacher and 
staff mental health when implementing strategies.  

 
“Part of teacher wellness is allowing teachers to take their time off when needed without repercussions or being told that they just cannot take 
off because there are not substitutes.  Teachers are not even able to make many doctor appointments because they are told there is no 
coverage for their classes.” – Teacher (Elementary) 

 
“Expanding the Be Well program is not the way to promote and incentivize employee wellness and wholeness.  North Ave. and principals do 
not treat teachers as though they respect and value them.  If you really want to promote employee wellness and wholeness then you need to 
get admins to treat teachers better.” – Teacher (Middle) 
 
“The best way to stabilize staffing is to treat them like professionals and allow them opportunities to grow and learn. Provide them with regular 
opportunities to give the district feedback and provide more time for them to plan and collaborate so that they can not only develop quality 
lessons and activities, but focus on their own mental health and wellbeing both inside and outside of the classroom.” – Teacher (Elementary) 
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Communications & 
Engagement 
When asked, “Do you agree that 
the strategies presented address 
recovery needs?”, 64.0% of 
respondents selected either 
“Agree” or “Strongly agree”. Only 
3.5% of respondents selected 
“Disagree” or “Strongly disagree”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Strongly Agree 11.4% 9.4% 16.2% 12.5% 12.0% 9.7% 10.7% 

Agree 53.0% 53.8% 51.0% 53.1% 51.2% 54.9% 52.9% 

Neutral 32.1% 32.9% 30.2% 31.7% 33.6% 29.2% 33.0% 

Disagree 2.6% 3.0% 1.8% 2.5% 2.3% 3.6% 2.5% 

Strongly Disagree 0.9% 1.0% 0.8% 0.2% 0.9% 2.6% 0.9% 

 

Agree + Strongly Agree: 

64.0% 

Disagree + Strongly Disagree: 
3.5% 
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Communications & Engagement (continued) 
 
When asked, “Do you agree that the strategies presented address recovery needs?” the majority of all demographic subgroups 
selected “Strongly Agree” or “Agree”. 
 
 
 

  Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

 

All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 
Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Strongly Agree 11.4% 14.0% 7.3% 16.5% 10.3% 16.7% 12.6% 11.5% 

Agree 53.0% 56.8% 53.2% 69.1% 48.3% 57.1% 58.4% 49.3% 

Neutral 32.1% 27.7% 35.9% 10.3% 37.9% 19.0% 26.8% 34.8% 

Disagree 2.6% 0.9% 3.0% 4.1% 3.4% 7.1% 1.7% 4.0% 

Strongly Disagree 0.9% 0.6% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.4% 

Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by 
participants. Only subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. 
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Communications & Engagement 
(continued) 
When asked, “Which of the strategies 
presented do you believe will have the 
greatest impact on recovery needs?”, the 
most chosen strategy among teachers and 
school-based staff was the Home-School 
Partnerships strategy (21.5%), closely 
followed by the Community School strategy 
(16.6%) and the Engage Students strategy 
(16.1%). 
 
Respondents in High Schools preferred the 
Engage Students strategy more than all 
other strategies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

All Teacher 

School-
Based 
Staff Elementary Middle K-8 

High 
School 

Number of Respondents 1,340 946 394 480 217 195 448 

Home-School Partnerships 21.5% 21.0% 22.6% 24.2% 22.1% 23.6% 17.4% 

Community School 16.6% 16.5% 16.8% 16.5% 17.5% 17.9% 15.6% 

Engage Students 16.1% 15.1% 18.5% 13.1% 18.4% 11.8% 20.1% 

School-Community Partnerships 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.5% 6.5% 12.3% 14.3% 

School Family Community Plans 10.1% 10.6% 8.9% 9.2% 10.1% 10.3% 10.9% 

School Family Community Councils 9.7% 9.6% 9.9% 9.6% 9.7% 9.7% 9.8% 

Family University 7.3% 8.0% 5.6% 8.7% 6.9% 7.7% 5.8% 

BOY/EOY Surveys 7.0% 7.4% 6.1% 7.3% 8.8% 6.7% 6.0% 

Note. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by respondents in each column.  
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Communications & Engagement (continued) 
 
When asked, “Which of the strategies presented do you believe will have the greatest impact on recovery needs?”, respondents who 
identified as African American, White, Female, and Male were most likely to select the Home-School Partnerships strategy. 
Respondents who identified as Asian and Hispanic/Latinx were most likely to select the Community School strategy, while the same 
number of respondents who identified as belonging to Two or More Races selected the Engage Students strategy as the Community 
School strategy.  
 
 

  Race/Ethnicity Identity Gender Identity 

 

All 
African 

American White Asian 
Hispanic/ 

Latinx 

Two or 
More 
Races Female Male 

Number of Respondents 1,340 528 329 97 29 42 787 227 

Home-School Partnerships 21.5% 20.3% 22.5% 18.6% 20.7% 23.8% 21.2% 18.5% 

Community School 16.6% 15.0% 18.5% 19.6% 24.1% 16.7% 17.4% 16.3% 

Engage Students 16.1% 18.6% 13.7% 16.5% 10.3% 23.8% 17.4% 14.5% 

School-Community Partnerships 11.7% 12.3% 12.2% 10.3% 13.8% 9.5% 10.0% 13.7% 

School Family Community Plans 10.1% 9.3% 11.9% 11.3% 10.3% 7.1% 10.3% 10.6% 

School Family Community Councils 9.7% 9.7% 9.1% 8.2% 6.9% 4.8% 9.5% 12.3% 

Family University 7.3% 9.3% 6.1% 5.2% 6.9% 9.5% 7.9% 7.5% 

BOY/EOY Surveys 7.0% 5.7% 6.1% 10.3% 6.9% 4.8% 6.2% 6.6% 

Note. Responses for participants who selected more than one Race/Ethnicity option are included in every category selected by participants. Only 
subgroups with 10 or more participants are included. Bolded items represent the most commonly selected strategy by respondents in each column. 
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Missing Communications & Engagement Strategies (Qualitative Data) 
Respondents were asked if there were any missing Communications & Engagement strategies. The following represents a summary 
of themes from teacher and school-based staff responses. 
 
Language Accessibility  
Respondents spoke of the need to increase accessibility of resources to students and families who do not speak English as a 
primary language.  

 
“Given the amount of multilingual people working in the district, there should really be more available translations of communications released 
when English versions are released.  A perfect example is the summer camp information.  There is a Spanish option at the top of the City 
School page that does not work.  But could we send a doc to all teachers with info about summer programs in various languages so that I 
don't have to spend a half-hour researching on my own and translating to Spanish for my students since our school suddenly decided to 
cancel our own summer program?  Just one example of many times I have done an admin job in addition to my own this year just to make 
sure my multi-lingual families get the same info as English-speaking parents.” – Teacher (K-8) 
 
“Provide more staff who are fluent in sign language.” – Teacher (High School) 
 
“Make more of the communications available in Spanish and Swahili.” – Teacher (High School) 
 

 
Parent Outreach & Engagement 
Many respondents wrote that the district, school leaders, and teachers needs to improve parent outreach and engagement when 
implementing strategies. 

 
“Communication is key in education.  Parent involvement is key in helping students learn and grow to meet or exceed their goals.  Teachers 
need to build the repour with families and maintain it in a reasonable manner.  We do not have time to call parents all day for attendance 
because it takes away from teaching and frankly makes parents angry to receive so many calls about the same issue.” – Teacher 
(Elementary) 

 
“Parents require some training around the tools and curriculum. Finding ways to train parents in certain areas is very important.” – Teacher 
(Elementary) 
 
“Place an emphasis on attendance to parents and the community. We need their help to improve attendance.” – Teacher (Elementary) 

 
“If students will have individual learning plans, this would be a great opportunity to involve parents. Perhaps we can set goals for students at 
the beginning of the year and give progress reports quarterly on those goals and meet with parents about those goals at least once a year or 
more if necessary for that student.” – Teacher (Middle) 
 
“Bring back PTA get these parents involved with what's going on with their child OR children.” – School-Based Staff (High School) 
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Appendix A: Strategy Descriptions 
Note: Complete Executive Summaries for the RRR Plan may be viewed by clicking here.  

 
Literacy & Math Strategies: 
Personalize Learning: Students will be seen, known, and supported as individual learners with unique learning needs. At the 
beginning of the 2021-2022 school year, they will be assessed in literacy and mathematics to determine if or where learning gaps 
exist. Teachers will use this information as they develop individual learning profiles (student learning plans) by the end of quarter 
one. The plans will serve as a resource for students, educators, and families as we work to address unfinished learning. 
Personalized learning may occur in multiple ways: extended learning time – an extra hour to the day for our most struggling students, 
small group differentiated instruction, tutoring, intervention, adaptive learning through digital platforms, and/or 
mentoring. 
 
Accelerate Learning: Learning will be accelerated to support student mastery of prioritized grade level standards. This will be 
accomplished through the following process: 
• Grade level standards will be prioritized. 
• Curriculum will be adjusted to focus on the prioritized standards. 
• Students will be assessed to determine what learning gaps exist. 
• Students will be taught the prerequisite skills they need to access grade level content. 
• Teachers will have time to teach prerequisite skills as needed before new concepts/topics are taught. 
 
Reimagine Daily Schedules (Reimagine Student Schedules): Daily schedules will prioritize time for personalized and accelerated 
learning. There will be dedicated time for small group instruction, interventions, tutoring, and adaptive learning through digital 
platforms. In grades PreK-3, foundational literacy instruction will be prioritized. We may also consider extended day options for 
students needing additional support. 
 
Provide Professional Learning (Professional Learning): All Pre-K to 12 educators will engage in job-embedded professional 
learning in support of personalized and accelerated learning. Job-embedded professional learning will include 1) cycles of 
professional learning that occur each week in schools as groups of colleagues work alongside an out-of-the- classroom expert to 
deepen their knowledge of content and pedagogy and 2) required workshops and courses designed to meet specific educator needs. 
Additionally, there will be professional development for secondary educators focused on literacy across content areas. 
 
Use Assessments to Inform Instructional Decisions (Assessments Inform Instruction): We will prioritize the assessments 
which provide the most relevant and actionable student data for teachers. We will identify key assessments for diagnosing secondary 
students' foundational literacy needs. We will support school-based teams to have systems for how they analyze multiple data points 
to inform their instruction. 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1g7nbn55RqRYZ-uXtjljak3bv-ueNcxB1
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Expand “Algebra Access for All” (Advanced Math): Algebra Access for All will increase access to advanced math courses for 
middle grades students and dual enrollment in high school. All students will have access to advanced math courses in middle school 
by 2025. 
 

Secondary Innovation Strategies: 
Flexible Scheduling Models (Flexible Scheduling): Every secondary student will engage in a flexible schedule that enables them 
to work on their educational goals, engage in recovery work (co-requisite courses), quarterly wellness checks, and track and monitor 
their personalized and secondary pathway plans. Specifically, students will have advisory periods where they can work on select 
assignments to address their needs, complete projects, engage in wellness checks and update and monitor their plans. 
 
Wellness Strategy (Wellness Checks/Wraparound Supports): With the implementation of the flexible schedule, schools will have 
the operational time to provide quarterly wellness checks. Wellness checks may consist of advisory (mentoring sessions), 
training/coaching, phone calls, and/or home visits (as needed). Some of the supports provided for students and families will revolve 
around technology access, food insecurity, and homelessness. This enhanced strategy was chosen as a continuation of supports 
provided during the pandemic due to student disengagement, academic barriers, and the overwhelming support/assistance 
requested from students and families. This was the number one priority from our stakeholders when they reviewed potential 
strategies related to Secondary Innovation. 
 
Secondary Pathway Strategy (Secondary Pathways): By providing meaningful exposure and experiences, and clear guidance on 
postsecondary options, we will support students and their families on a path to high school and postsecondary success. This support 
will be structured around Plan2BMore, our student plan, completed by students at least twice per year, from 6th -12th grades. 
Additionally, in middle school, every 6th grader will be able to attend a virtual or in-person college visit, every 7th grader will be able 
to see a video of a CTE pathway or attend CTE class, and every 8th grader will be able to hear from an employer or go on an in-
person or virtual job shadow. 
In the spring of 8th grade, parents and students will be invited to their high school placement to learn more about what to expect in 
9th grade, including scheduling decisions, how GPA works, and the components of a 4-year plan. Students will continue that learning 
during summer bridge in the summer before 9th grade. Once in high school, 9th graders will be supported through the On Track to 
Graduate work, in which adults will review their attendance, behaviors, and grades to ensure that they have the supports needed to 
stay on track. Parents will be kept abreast of student progress through student plan conversations. While in high school, students will 
learn more about college and career options including workforce training programs. 
 

Virtual Learning Strategies: 
Provide online engaging and flexible opportunities for students to learn (Engaging/Flexible Opp.): Moving forward, the 
workgroup will research and advise how to institute more hybrid learning options that maximize on strongly established relationships 
in schools and take advantage of flexibility that online learning provides. We believe that the Pandemic caused a hyper-isolated 
virtual learning environment. Moving forward we heard from our community forums and individual conversations with parents about 
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expanding options for students by utilizing hybrid learning options where students can be in-person and virtual for specific reasons 
such as: 
• A student being able to take AP French during 2nd period virtually as a district course – since not every school offers the class. 
• A student being able to continue to join her 5th grade classmates in class while on a 3-week medical leave from in-person learning 
• A student who is taking hybrid courses over the summer or in the evenings to have more flexibility in their high school schedule. 
We also acknowledge that there will be students who will thrive and want to pursue full time online learning and developing robust, 
engaging options is also part of this strategy. 
 
Create student and teacher engagement through impactful use of technology (Impactful Tech): 
Teachers are key to exposing students to technologies that can support and impact their learning. And not all technologies are 
designed with learning in mind. Most impactful technologies quickly assess the student to understand what they know – in order to 
provide a customized set of next learnings. This is often referred to as adaptive technologies. We also know that feedback and 
keeping students engaged while increasing the level of rigor in the assignment is also an important component of impactful learning 
technologies. Many more learning applications will be maximizing the use artificial intelligence and gamification to achieve this goal. 
The Virtual Learning workgroup looks to continuously expose educators to such technologies, support their integration in classrooms 
and assess its impact on learning. 
 
Redefine and strengthen family engagement through the use of online tools (Family Engagement) – The workgroup will be 
following how schools use various APPs and technologies along with shifts in the family engagement strategies from their experience 
in the 2020-21 school year. Along with this, the Virtual Learning Program will tackle additional considerations in all virtual learning 
environments – noting the options for hybrid communications and engagement options where families can attend in-person activities 
even while their students are learning fully online. 
 
Expand opportunities for the community to support our students’ learning (Community Support) – Based on lessons learned 
from this past year and looking forward to possibilities, we see utilizing online learning as a way to link students more broadly to the 
world of work, concurrent higher education learning opportunities and community partners that can through this modality access a 
larger number of students and support the school system to expand their learning and prepare to life after graduation. The 
workgroup’s goal is to continuously look for online options for engagement in system-wide expectations for students (such as those 
detailed by the secondary innovation and wholeness workgroups). 
 
Provide more opportunities for professional learning (Professional Learning) – The Virtual Learning program in the 2021-22 
school year will include a robust training opportunity for teachers to delve deeper on instructional strategies to support online learning 
along with best practices for hybrid learning in schools. Models for coaching in all virtual as well as hybrid will also be a focus of this 
workgroup to provide options to the district for coaching models and PD structures in the future. 
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Wholeness Strategies: 
School Culture and Climate (Culture & Climate) 
Focusing on culture and climate was the number one priority among the Wholeness strategies. What does this mean? 
- It means that school communities will spend time this summer planning for an intentional culture that combines (1) Nurturing 
Relationships [student to student; adult to student; adult to adult], (2) Sense of Emotional Safety, (3) Schoolwide and Classroom 
Norms and Procedures, (4) Customer Service, (5) Positive Discipline, (6) Student Recognitions and Celebrations, (7) Mutual Respect 
for Diversity and (8) School Connectedness and Engagement 
- It means that the first quarter, especially the first two weeks of the year, will have a positive focus on the aforementioned aspects of 
school culture with intentional assemblies, town halls and activities that promote a positive culture. 
- It means that we will elevate student voice and leadership experiences by establishing Student Culture and Engagement 
Ambassadors in each school. 
- We will also consider school mini-grants that promote school pride. For this potential initiative, a specific amount of funding will be 
allocated for schools to submit a proposal for a project that engages students, staff and families to creatively highlight and celebrate 
the school’s core values. Projects can include but are not limited to welcome back kits to encourage attendance and reconnection, 
events, school beautification projects, and affirmation murals. 
 
Mental Health Supports (Mental Health) 
Mental health support was the second priority listed among stakeholders. The initial plans to increase these supports include: 
- Adding additional social work supports in our most struggling schools. The number of social workers to be added is dependent 
mostly on the supply of social workers we can recruit in the field with an initial goal of providing additional supports to 40 schools 
where students have struggled the most in the pandemic. The additional supports will allow students to have on-demand access and 
services for preventive issues, along with group and individual counseling. 
- Increasing our Expanded School Behavior Health (ESBH) clinicians. This initiative utilizes organizations in the mental health field 
such that they partner with schools to provide services. Many schools already have these clinicians, and we will look to add the 
partnership to schools without them and increase the amount of clinicians in schools that already have the partnership. 
- Considering additional crisis teams that will be regionally based within Baltimore city. These teams will respond to school crises, but 
also be available for training of staff around mental health preventative measures and the ability to see the warning signs with 
students. 
 
Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) 
While Culture and Climate was the number one priority, the social-emotional learning component is very closely aligned with culture 
and climate within our schools. We will: 
- Focus on relationship building at the beginning of the year with activities such as community-building circles designed to develop 
connections between people. Additionally, each child will have an adult-champion that provides on-going support and checks on 
them periodically, aligned with their personalized learning plan. 
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- Have dedicated morning meeting time in elementary schools and advisories for secondary schools. While morning meeting time is 
customary in elementary schools, the advisories in secondary schools will combine academic check-ins, SEL skill building and 
college and career planning. 
- SEL strategies will be explicitly called out in academic lessons so that students are continuously applying their skills. 
- Explore outdoor and experiential learning opportunities to ultimately make them available to our schools and students. 
 
Arts and Enrichment Opportunities and Athletics (Arts/Enrichment/Athletics) 
While Arts, Enrichment and Athletics were not called out as priorities relative to the previous three Wholeness areas, we know that 
our community still values these aspects of a child’s life. Much of our work in the upcoming year will be planning for sustainability in 
these areas. Specifically, 
- We will use our pre-existing Arts plans to determine what equitable arts looks like and costs throughout the district. This includes 
instrumental music, especially in our middle schools. The sustainability work may also include mobile-units with traveling teachers 
that go to schools throughout the district for enhanced arts learning, family participation and special events. 
- Similarly, the enrichment opportunities throughout the district are too inequitable. There are many opportunities such as robotics, 
debate and emerging ones such as E-sports. We need to determine what we can provide to all schools such that student interests 
can be met through a variety of activities. 
- For athletics, there are three areas that we want to explore for sustainability to potentially begin in the 2022-2023 school year: 
1) Robust physical education curriculum so that all students have access to the athletic activities and resources that pertain to their 
grade level, 
2) Middle school athletics, and 
3) Equitable high school opportunities, especially as it relates to sports offerings, facilities and resources. This includes adult support 
for coordination and training, along with new opportunities such as cheerleading. 
With most of the above work falling into the planning and sustainability bucket, we can implement an arts initiative in the upcoming 
year: 
- We will use arts as an avenue for social-emotional development by providing teachers with prompts and questions to guide self-
expression. We will combine this work with our adult-champions so that students know that there are avenues for self-expression and 
people that they can talk to as they express their emotions through art. 

 
Staff Well-Being & Development Strategies: 
Promote and incentivize employee wellness and wholeness (Expand Be Well) 
In 2019, City Schools and its union partners launched the Be Well wellness program to provide resources, including wellness 
activities and counseling supports, to all staff members in all job categories. After the onset of COVID-19, needs and interests in 
access to a range of wellness, wholeness, and self-care activities expanded. During the input phase, staff members indicated strong 
interest in expanding Be Well. We propose to expand these supports in several ways. First, we will expand, brand, and publicize a 
menu of wellness and wholeness activities and resources to increase the participation rates by employees. This menu will include 
on-site, school-based, customized wellness and wholeness programming for staff in schools in historically disinvested 
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neighborhoods, building on a previous Be Well pilot activity. Second, we will build Wellness Days into calendar, providing wellness 
and wholeness activities just as we provide professional learning, while also allowing staff members to engage in physical and/or 
mental wellness checks during this work time. Third, we will train peer leaders of Care Circles that bring together teachers and other 
staff members to collectively explore ways to manage work and life as a City Schools team member. 
 
Expand centralized new teacher induction (Expand New Teacher Induction) 
Each year, City Schools hires 600+ new teachers, who then receive support through a school-based mentoring program in which a 
more experienced peer teacher serves as a New Teacher Mentor. While the district’s teacher turnover rate is similar to many similar-
sized urban districts, the number of first-year teachers who do not return for a second-year is above 20% of each year’s new cohort. 
We believe that more comprehensive supports for first-year teachers can help new teachers be successful and stay with City 
Schools longer. Furthermore, recognizing systemic barriers facing prospective and new Black teachers, we believe that expanded 
support for new teachers will have a disproportionately positive impact on our Black teachers. Indeed, after a yearlong working group 
engaged with over 250 individuals in monthly, public meetings, the district’s Black Teacher Recruitment and Retention Working 
Group recommended that the district provide full-time mentors in schools with the highest numbers of new, Black teachers and where 
turnover of Black teachers is persistently highest. Building from this recommendation, we propose to begin a supplemental new 
teacher support program in SY 2021-2022 and then expand so that, by SY 2022-2023, all new teachers with traditional or conditional 
certificates will have access to dedicated support from a full-time mentor-evaluator who has experience in their general content area 
and who is responsible for providing streamlined support and feedback. Additionally, every new teacher hired with a conditional 
certificate will have a co-created Individualized Certification Plan by September 30, which also will require each of these teachers to 
enroll in a certification program with a Maryland-based college/university partner. This builds on work in the last year to establish new 
partnerships with nearly ten Maryland colleges/universities. 
 
Reinforce staff retention, particularly in historically disinvested neighborhoods (Stabilize Staffing) 
During the first year after the onset of COVID-19, City Schools experienced higher staff member retention, meaning school and office 
teams – and students – experienced some higher level of stability with staff. However, national surveys have suggested that many 
more educators have considered leaving their role than before. We are facing a short-term future wherein stability will be an 
important factor for our students and our teams, but staff members are at the same time recovering from a very challenging period 
that makes retention more challenging. Therefore, we need to provide new attention to the short-term retention of staff members. A 
group of schools will receive intensive supports to develop and implement a school-specific staff retention plan and then this will 
expand to all schools by SY 2022-2023. As part of this planning process, City Schools will explore the feasibility of short-term, 
financial retention incentives for individuals serving in certain positions and/or in certain schools. 
 
Strengthen and streamline professional learning offerings for teachers and other staff (Professional Learning) 
We know that effective, responsive professional learning opportunities for teacher and other staff members are critically important to 
the success of staff and students. This need for excellent professional learning, and the reality of limited time, make it necessary for 
us to improve access to and coordination of professional learning opportunities. While the district will already be implementing a new 
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technical system in the future that will enable better tracking and monitoring of professional learning activities, we believe it is 
necessary to strengthen the coordination of professional learning opportunities. For educators, we will seek to leverage and improve 
existing systems, including the “Achievement Unit” process, to direct teachers to the professional learning opportunities that will most 
help them grow. A new Learning and Development team will oversee and support professional learning across all employee groups. 
 
Build up the paraeducator workforce as a student support and a teacher pipeline (Paraeducator Workforce) 
Experiences in City Schools and beyond City Schools in the last year have highlighted the opportunity to leverage even more 
committed, well-trained individuals in roles other than teachers to support student learning. As we plan for the future, we have heard 
a lot of input about the need for tutoring and/or intervention at much higher levels than before. We believe that this presents an 
opportunity to prioritize hiring paraeducators to fill needs that may otherwise be provided by other organizations. As the district 
expands a school staffing model pilot that began in 2019-2020 (“Opportunity Culture”), we also seek to expand the number of “Reach 
Associates” in these models. Reach Associates are high- performing paraeducators with opportunities to engage in more elements of 
independent instruction. Additional investment in paraeducators also helps build the district’s internal teacher pipeline. Therefore, as 
we seek to increase the number of paraeducators supporting students districtwide, we will continue to expand the district’s PSRP-to-
Teacher program to prepare interested paraeducators for a future teaching career. 
 

Communications & Engagement Strategies: 
 
Conduct BOY and EOY surveys for stakeholder groups (BOY/EOY Surveys): Including families, youth, principals, school-based 
staff and district office staff to help inform effectiveness of district strategies. The surveys to help create two-way dialogue and help 
families become “active advocates” in this process. Conduct Possip text surveys to get immediate feedback from families on critical 
questions. 
 
Utilize the community school strategy to remove barriers to student success (Community School): Through partnerships 
between schools and community-based resources continue connecting families with resources, complete school-level home visiting, 
and stay in contact with families to share information and inform schoolwide priorities. 
 
Relaunch the School Family & Community Councils to strengthen decision-making and advocacy (School Family 
Community Councils):  
a. We are creating systems and tools to relaunch SFC Councils and build awareness and capacity around decision-making for 
all stakeholders and staff 
b. The SFC Councils will strengthen decision-making and advocacy for school-level stakeholders (youth, families, community 
partners, staff) 
c. Parent leaders on the council will be trained and receive stipends for their commitment and efforts to move the SFC Council’s 
work. This strategy aligns to the parent leadership capacity building elevated in the FCE policy as well as strengthening the voices of 
marginalized and underrepresented families in school decision making and improvement. 
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Establish School Family Community plans at all schools (School Family Community Plans): Establishing School Family 
community plans at all schools for continual stakeholder input/feedback (home-school compact, family engagement plan, community 
school action plan) 
 
Build staff capacity to strengthen and sustain home-school partnerships (Home-School Partnerships): a critical component of 
the Dual Capacity Building Framework and FCE policy 
a. Home-school partnerships support students’ interest, motivation and engagement in learning both at home and at school. In 
effective partnerships, families and schools recognize their shared interest in and responsibility for children and collaborate to create 
shared goals, share information, and enhance opportunities for children’s learning.  
b. We will actively monitor/track effectiveness of FCE policy implementation strategies and address potential barriers to home-
school partnerships. 
 
Continue to develop the Family University and provide programming and support for families, and other stakeholders 
(Family University): Family University will be a critical back-to-school resource and will have pre-recorded updates (from all 
workstreams) for families, community partners, vendors, local agency partners, faith-based and grassroot organizations. 
Engage students in program co-design and implementation strategies that respond to their needs and interests. (Engage 
Students): Two examples of youth engagement programs that reflect this priority are: 
a. Youth Ambassador Program—a leadership development program for middle and high school students that develops and 
strengthens student voice, leadership, agency and representation in schools and the district 
b. Youth Leadership Advisory Council and ASCBC— a representative body of students that will provide direct input and 
feedback to the CEO and district teams. 

 
Develop a school-community partnerships strategic plan, to expand partner reach and impact on student outcomes 
(School-Community Partnerships): The three focus areas of the plan are designed to expand the district’s reach and connection to 
our many community partners, increase resource access and exposure for schools and students, and enhance the impact of 
community and family contributions to student and school success. 


